A century of cell adhesion: from the blastomere to the clinic part 1: conceptual and experimental foundations and the pre-molecular era.
The historical roots of cell adhesion research stretch back over a hundred years, commencing with fundamental questions from the advent of experimental embryology in the late nineteenth century. The transition of embryology from a descriptive to an experimentally driven and mechanistic branch of the biological sciences included investigations focused on the interactions of the first cells of the newly developing embryo, the blastomeres, and followed the movement, interactions and fate of these cells as the tissues and organs of the growing embryo took form. Of special interest to early investigators were cell-cell contacts, which were obviously dynamic but of an obscure nature. This historical review, the first of a series, explores the early years of the cell adhesion field, including the work of Roux, Wilson, Galtsoff, Just and Holtfreter, and discusses the classical experiments, observations and conceptual developments that formed the cornerstone of cell adhesion research during its premolecular era.